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I. INTRODUCTION 

From ancient times philosophers, both Eastern and Western, have 
formed the theory of how to determine whether a judgment or rather 
an instance of cognition (henceforth, simply "a cognition") is valid or 
invalid. In Indian philosophy, this topic is discussed within the 
framework of the Theory of Truth (priimiil:zyaviida).l In the history of 
Indian thought, the codanii section of Kumarila's Slokaviirttika (ca. 7 
C.) probably includes the earliest extant text which systematically 
treats with the Theory of Truth in a comprehensive manner. In the 
Classical Nyaya system, this theory is developed primarily in 
commenting on the opening words of Vatsyayana' s Nyiiyabhii$ya (ca. 
5 C.).Z Even before Kumarila, Uddyotakara (ca. 6-7 C.) had already 
discussed the matter, but not in such a general and elaborate way as 
Kumarila.3 

* I would like to thank Dr. Kei Kataoka and Dr. Alex Watson for their valuable suggestions. 

1 For example, Gangesa's Tattvacintiima7;~i (TC) has a section entitled priimii7;~yaviida which 
consists of the three division in the following order: (I) whether the justifying process of a 
cognition is intrinsic or extrinsic (jfiaptiviida), (2) whether the validity and invalidity is internal or 
adventitious at the time of arising of a cognition (utpattiviida), (3) what the definition of a valid 
cognition (pramiila~a7;~a) is. The "Theory of Truth" as exemplified in the TC, if not in such a full 
form or if not so designated, seems to date back to much earlier periods. In this paper when I use 
the term "priimii7;~yaviida", I mainly refer to the first issue, i.e., the problem of how to justify the 
validity of a cognition. 
2 Although Jayanta expounds this argument in his commentary on NS 1.1.7, he positively 
quotes the opening words of the NBh there more than once. Cf. NM I pp. 446,6-11, 450,8-11. 
3 Even if one adopts the limited sense of the term "priimii7;~yaviida" in which merely the issue 
of justification (jfiaptiviida) is meant, it is inappropriate to apply it to U ddyotakara' s argument on 
the opening words of the NBh, because his argument is still too primitive as compared with 
relevant discussions of later times as found in the Nyiiyamafijari. 
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In contrast to the Mimarrsakas, who advocate the Intrinsic Theory 
of Truth (svata~priimiil:zyaviida) and claim that every cognition is in 
principle valid and requires no positive justification, the Naiyayikas 
advocate that the validity is not self-evident and that every cognition 
is to be justified extrinsically. As for the criteria of justification, they 
mainly appeal to pragmatic considerations.4 

In order to understand the development of Naiyayikas' priimiir:zya
viida, it is essential to clarify how they linked their idea of undertaking 
an action (pravrtti) with the discussion of ascertaining the validity of a 
cognition. One of the basic questions for them, it seems, was, "Can we 
determine whether or not a given cognition is valid before we 
commence an action based on it?" This question is especially 
significant when they try to justify the cognition gained from (i.e., of 
the meaning of) Vedic statements regarding rituals which should lead 
to heaven according to the Brahmanical tradition to which Naiyayikas 
also belong. Here it is impossible in principle for us to tum to an 
empirical means of justifying the Vedic statements since we cannot 
experience the fruit of heaven in this life. 

In the present paper I try to throw new light on the historical 
development of the Extrinsic Theory of Truth (parata~priimiir:zya

viida) of the Classical Nyaya System, especially by focusing on the 
linkage between following two issues: (i) the basis or the condition of 
pravrtti (undertaking of an action) and (ii) the means of justifying a 
cognition. At the same time, I will also examine Uddyotakara's 
relevant arguments as a primitive precursor of the priimiir:zyaviida, 
because it seems quite possible that his arguments served as a sort of 
foundation for the later formulation of their priimiir:zyaviida. 

4 From the viewpoint of comparative philosophy, Tanizawa [2000] characterizes the 
N aiyayikas' 'Extrinsic Theory of Truth (parata~pramiil}yaviida)' as being one of Foundationalism. 
Foundatinalists are those who tty to justify cognition empirically until they arrive at the terminal 
beliefs that do not owe their credibility to anything else. Against the Naiyayikas, opponents (as 
represented by Kumiirila and others) pose a question concerning 'the problem of infinite regress in 
the process of justification': If another cognition (K2) were required in order to justify a relevant 
cognition (Kl), then the validity of K2, which justifies Kl, would also require to be justified. Thus 
the Naiyayikas could not avoid the regress problem inasmuch as they resort to empirical 
foundationalism. In a separate paper (Shida [2002]), I have already discussed how Jayanta and 
Vacaspati respectively solve the epistemic regress problem which is fundamental for 
foundationalists. 
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II. THE PROBLEM 

The Naiyiiyikas' priimii!Jyaviida may be considered to be rooted in the 
opening words of the NBh. There, Viitsyiiyana seems to make the 
following two assertions:S 

(a) Labelling the cognition based on a pramiiiJa (valid means of 
cognition) as A and the effectiveness of a pravrtti as B, when 
there is A there is B, and when there is not A there is not B. 

(b) An agent undertakes an action on the basis of the cognition 
of the object in order to obtain or avoid it. 

Assertion (a) shows that the pravrtti based on a pramiiiJa is the 
cause of a successful activity, and assertion (b) shows the causal 
relationship in which pravrtti in general follows cognition in general. 6 

But is it really the case that a human being undertakes an action 
merely after he has cognized something? For example, Viitsyiiyana 
states elsewhere that all actions of living creatures depend on 
memory.7 

How does a human being go into an action to gain or avoid the 
object in question if he cognizes it for the first time in his life? For 
example, how does a newborn baby undertake an action? Even in the 
case of an adult, the question remains to be answered how we can 
undertake ritual actions in accordance with Vedic commands when the 
expected results from them are, in principle, not empirically justifiable 
because their content is not mundane? 

5 NBh p. 1,6-9: pramiiiJato 'rthapratipattau pravrttisiimarthyiid arthavat pramii!Jaml pra
miil}am antare7Ja niirthapratipatti~. niirthapratipattim antare!Ja pravrttisiimarthyam/ pramiil}ena 
khalv ayal!l jiiiitiirtham upalabhya tam artham abhipsati jihiisati vii/ tasyepsiijihiisiiprayuktasya 
samihii pravrttir ity ucyate/ siimarthyal!l punar asyii~ phaleniibhisambandha~/ "When there is a 
cognition based on a pramii!Ja (valid means), because of the effectiveness of the pravrtti 
(undertaking of an action), pramiil}a is effective. There is no [valid] cognition but for a pramii!Ja, 
and there is no effectiveness of pravrtti but for a [valid) cognition of an object. As is generally 
known, this cognizer, after having cognized an object [independently of whether it is valid or not], 
tries to obtain or avoid this object. It is called pravrtti that is the effort of this person prompted by 
the desire to obtain or avoid it. And effectiveness is the connection of this [pravrtti] with the 
fruits." 
6 In the later period, Naiyiiyikas clearly hold the theory that one justifies a cognition (K1) on 
grounds of success or failure of the actual undertaking arising from the cognition Kl. And the 
following principle, which is core to the theory of justification in the later Nyiiya system, may be 
derivable from these two assertions: (i) pravrtti follows after cognition K1, aiming at obtaining or 
avoiding the object; and (ii) K1 is justified on the grounds of subsequent success or failure of this 
pravrtti. 
7 NBh 3.1.14, p. 143,3: smrtyiiSrayii~ priil}abhrtiil!l sarve vyavahiirii~/ 
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First of all, a theory is needed which explains how a human being 
undertakes an action, and what type of cognition forms the basis of 
that action. Furthermore, there follow two problems: 

(A) Which is the precedent, the justification of a cognition or the 
undertaking of an action? 

(B) If the undertaking of an action precedes, is subsequent 
justification beneficial? 

Bearing these problems in mind as a background of Naiyayikas' 
priimii:JJyaviida, I will examine how three Naiyayikas, i.e., Uddyota
kara, Jayanta and Vacaspati, explain (i) the condition of pravrtti, and 
(ii) the means of justification of cognition. 

III. UDDYOTAKARA 

Uddyotakara, the author of the Nyiiyaviirttika (NV), which is a sub
commentary of the Nyiiyasutra (NS), discusses the problem 
concerning pravrtti and the justification of cognition when he 
comments on the opening words of the NBh. 8 There, the opponent in 
the argument asks which precedes, valid cognition or successful 
activity [based on that cognition].9 His argument can be summarized 
as follows: pravrtti would not be successful without a valid cognition, 
and if pravrtti were not successful, a cognition would not be justified 
as valid. Thus, a mutual dependence would follow between "valid 
cognition" and "successful activity" just as between chicken and egg; 
therefore we cannot determine which is the first. 

Uddyotakara replies to this as follows: 

8 NVadNBh 1.1.1, p.l,l-9,17. 

9 NV p. 3,4-9: paraspariisrayatviid ubhayiisiddhil} ... yadi pramii"(lato 'rthapratipattau pra
vrttisiimarthyam, yadi vii pravrttisiimarthyiit pramii"(lato 'rthapratipattil}, kil'!l piirval'!l kil'!l pasciid 
iti viicyaml yadi tiivat pramii"(latal} purvam arthapratipattil}, pravrttisiimarthyam antare!Ja kim iti 
pratipadyate/ atha purval'!l pravrttisiimarthyam anavadhiiryiirthe kim iti pravartate/ tasmiit 
pravrttel} pramii"(lato 'rthapratipatter vii purviiparabhiivo na kalpata iti/ "Both of them ( = the 
cognition of an object and a pravrtti) would not be established .... If a pravrtti is effective when 
there is a cognition based on a pramii"(la, or if there is a cognition based on pramii!Ja on the 
grounds of the effectiveness of the pravrtti, [then] it should be stated which is precedent and which 
is subsequent. First of all, if the cognition of an object based on pramii!Ja precedes, why does one 
comprehend [the object correctly] without the effectiveness of the pravrtti? Or if the effectiveness 
of pravrtti precedes, why does one undertake an action towards the object while it is not yet 
determined? Therefore, no sequential order is possible for pravrtti nor comprehension of an object 
based on pramii!Ja." 
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It is not the case. Why? Because of beginninglessness. It will be 
explained in the siitra "Repeated previously .. .10" that "saJ?1siira 
(wheel of life) is beginningless." 
If saJ?1siira had beginning, this would be a fault: whether the 
cognition of object based on pramii7Ja precedes, or effectiveness 
of pravrtti precedes.ll 

By this reply Uddyotakara seems to admit justification before 
pravrtti regarding all cognitions: he explains, presupposing beginning
less sa7J1siira, that even in the case of the first cognition in this life, 
such as the cognition of a newborn baby, the cognition has already 
been justified by the successful activity in the former lives. Later 
Naiyayikas hold that the effectiveness of pravrtti based on a certain 
cognition (Kl) is applied to the justification of Kl itself, but unlike 
them, Uddyotakara holds that this effectiveness is applied to another 
cognition which is in the same [or similar] situation as Kl. And 
because of the presupposition of the beginningless saJ?1siira, every 
cognition has been justified by the past pravrtti. Thus, he solves the 
problem of mutual dependence between valid cognition and 
successful activity. 

1. Awareness of the pravrtti arising from erroneous cognition 
Incidentally, Uddyotakara, who presents the above-mentioned theory 
as just depending upon the beginningless salflsiira, does not seem to 
pay attention to pravrtti arising from an erroneous cognition, such as a 
cognition which mistakes shell for silver. If saJ?1siira were 
beginningless, human beings would certainly have failures based on 
erroneous cognition at times. Thus, for instance, a person who had 
mistaken shell for silver and had failures in action sometime in his 
former continuous lives could not be sure in this life about the validity 
of cognition "this is silver" before he tries. In short, his theory does 
not explain the pravrtti arising from erroneous cognition inasmuch as 

10 Cf. NS 3.1.18, 3.1.21, pp. 741, 745: purvabhyastasmrtyanubandhaj jatasya har$abhaya
sokasampratipatte~// pretyahiirabhyasakrtat stanyabhilii$iit// "On the grounds of the succession of 
[his] previous repeated memory, a newborn [baby] comprehends pleasure, fear, and grief. [A 
newborn baby], in the next life, craves after breasts on the grounds of [the memory] made by the 
repetition of taking foods [in his former life]." Cf. Namai [1996: 250-251, n.62], Hattori [1966]. 

11 NV p. 3.9-12: tac ca naivam/ kasmat? anaditvat/ anadir ayalfl salflsiira iti purvabhyasta
sutre pratipadayi$yiima~/ adimati ca SalflSiira e$a dO$a~, kilfl purvalfl pramaiJa(O 'rthapratipatti~, 
utaho pravrttisamarthyam iti/ 
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it merely resorts to the saf!1siira as a basis, even though it avoids the 
regress problem. 

2. Association with the justification of Vedic sentences 
One can clearly see that in and after the time of Jayanta (ca. 9 C.), the 
Naiyayikas pay close attention to the precedent justification of Vedic 
sentences. They incorporate the theory of justifying Vedic sentences 
situated in NS 2.1.68 into the priimiil}yaviida. But Uddyotakara does 
not refer to the justification of Vedic sentences in his commentary on 
the opening words of the NBh.12 Therefore his argument in the NV is 
not yet of much relevance for the justification of Vedic sentences. 

IV. JAYANTA 

After Kumarila advocated the Intrinsic Theory of Truth (svatal}
priimiil}yaviida), Mlmarrsakas evidently became the main opponents 
of Naiyayikas with regard to the priimiil}yaviida. In the time of 
Jayanta, the khyiitiviida (Theory of [Erroneous] Cognition), which 
analyzes the mechanism of error, is systematized in each school. 
Consequently priimiil}yaviida was also probably required for 
explaining pravrtti arising from erroneous cognition.l3 

1. Problem of subsequent justification 
On the other hand, against the Naiyayikas who advocate the Extrinsic 
Theory of Truth (paratal}priimiil}yaviida), the opponent in the 
Nyiiyamafijari (NM) raises the issue of subsequent justification: 
regarding all cognition, precedent justification is impossible; 
furthermore, regarding a particular Vedic ritual requiring a large 
amount of money and exertion, the subsequent justification is 
pointless. To answer to these objections, the theory was expounded 
which could explain the ascertainment of validity of Vedic sentences 
in advance of pravrtti.14 

12 In NV ad NS 2.1.68, Uddyotakara establishes the authority of the Veda in the same manner 
as in the NS and the NBh. 

13 The following context of the NM would support the fact that Jayanta regards the theory as 
something that is capable of explaining the pravrtti arising from erroneous cognition: (i) 
priimiil}yaviida (pp. 419,20-451,21) -> (ii) khyiitiviida (pp. 451,23-481,5) -> (iii) the conclusion 
of the Extrinsic Theory of Truth (pp. 481,7-483,23). 

14 Jayanta and Vacaspati explicitly pay close attention to the necessity of precedent 
justification of Vedic sentences: 
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Jayanta classifies the issues into two cases. One is the mundane 
case which deals with, for example, the cognition of water. The other 
is the non-mundane case which deals with, for example, Vedic 
sentences. On the grounds of this classification, Jayanta solves the 
problem as to whether subsequent justification has a point. 

In the case of mundane cognition, justification itself is not so 
important because everyday life is feasible without any justification. 
But if one dare justify a cognition, J ayanta explains, he should do so 
by means of the effectiveness of subsequent pravrtti.15 On the other 
hand, in the case of non-mundane cognition such as that of Vedic 
sentences, wise men must justify it in advance.16 And only those who 
justify mundane cognitions about Ayurveda and the like by pragmatic 
means can justify non-mundane cognitions about Vedic sentences by 
means of inference for which the examples are those mundane 
objects.17 

NM I pp. 435,16-436,4: pratyak:jiidi:ju dr:ftiirthe:ju pramii~e:ju priimii~yaniscayam antare~aiva 
vyavahiirasiddhes tatra 'kilfl svata/:1 priimii~yam uta parata/:1' iti viciire~a na na/:1 prayojanam; 
anir~aya eva tatra sreyiin/ adr:fte tu vi:jaye vaidike:jv aga~itadravi~avitara~iidikldasiidhye:ju 

karmasu tatpriimii~yiivadhiira~am antare~a prek:;iivatiilfl pravartanam anucitam iti tasya 
priimii~yaniscayo 'vasyakartavya/:11 tatra parata eva vedasya priimii~yam iti vak:jyiimal;/ "Because 
everyday life is feasible without ascertaining the validity of pramii~as, such as perception of 
which the object is seeable, it is needless for us to examine whether it is intrinsic or extrinsic 
regarding them. It is better not to settle it. On the other hand, in the case of an unseen object, 
regarding Vedic rituals which are accomplished by means of pain, such as countless expenditure 
of money and others, it is irrational for wise men to undertake an action without ascertaining the 
validity of the [Vedic sentence]. Therefore its(= Vedic sentence's) validity must be ascertained by 
all means. On this point it will be stated that the validity of the Veda is certainly extrinsic." 
NVTT p. 4.14-16: tad evalfl dr:ftiirthii/:1 prii~abhrtiilfl vyavahiirii bhavantu sandehiid api yathii 
tathii, adr:ftiirthiis tu bahuvittavyayiiyiisasiidhyii vaidikii vyavahiirii dattajaliifijalaya/:1 prasaktii/:11 
"In such a way, [when] the actions of living beings have seeable objects, let them take place in any 
way, even from doubt. But Vedic activities, whose objects cannot be seen and which are to be 
accomplished by means of countless expenditure of money and affliction, culminate in vain." 
15 NM I p. 445,2-5: na hi nilagriihi~ii pramii~ena nilasvarilpam iva svapriimii~yam api 
tadiinilfl niscetulfl sakyata iti/ kiiliintare tatpriimii~yaniscaya/:1 satyam asti, na tu tatra 
nairapek:jyam, pravrttisiimarthyiidhinatviit tanniscayasya/1 "A cognition which grasps blue (K1) 
cannot grasp its own validity too at that time, in the way that it grasps the nature of blue. It is true 
that the validity of it (= K1) is ascertained afterwards. But it (= the ascertainment of K1 's own 
validity) is not independent. [In other words, the justification of its own validity is extrinsic.] 
Because it depends on the effectiveness of the pravrtti." 

16 NM I pp. 435,16-436,4 see footnote 14; ibid. p. 451,16-21: adr:fte tu parik:jiiyii avruya
kartavyatviid upapattd ceti/1 tasmiid *adr:ftapuru:jiirthapathopaddi miinalfl mani:jibhir 
avasyaparik:;a~iyam/ priimii~yam asya parato nira~iiyi ceti ceta/:lpramiithibhir alalfl kuvikalpa
jiilai/:l/1811/ *-puru:jiirthapathopadesi] em.; -puru:jiirthapadopaddi MVS; cf. ibid. p. 481,13-14: 
sabde punar adr:ftapuru:jiirthapathopadesini priimii~yam ... "For, on the other hand, when [the 
object is] not experienced, investigation must be done and is appropriate. Therefore it is 
mandatory for wise men to examine the means [i.e. a Vedic sentence] which teach the path to the 
aim of human beings. And its validity has been already ascertained extrinsically. Thus enough of a 
net of bad alternatives which disturb one's mind." 
17 NMI p. 446,1-5: vaiyarthya/fl tu drste vi:jaye satyam i:jyate, kin tu tatra pravrttisiimarthyena 
priimii~yalfl niscinvann iiptoktatvasya heto/:1 priimiil}yena vyiiptim avagacchatity adr:fta
vi:jayopayogivediidipramii~apriimiinyaparicchede piiralflparye~opiiyatviit svavi:jaye vyartho 'py 
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2. Cognition as a condition of pravrtti 
Jayanta explicitly states that each cognition is doubtful as to its own 
validity at the time of its arising.18 In remarkable contrast to 
Uddyotakara and Vacaspati, who resort to previous repeated 
cognitions for precedent justification, J ayanta states that even if such 
cognitions were repeated, or rather because of this very reason, every 
cognition is in principle doubtful about its own validity .19 Regarding 
the condition of pravrtti too, he classifies the issue into two cases. In 
short, the non-mundane case requires justification before pravrtti, and 
in the mundane case pravrtti may arise from doubt about the validity 
of relevant cognition.20 Moreover Jayanta shows a negative attitude 

asau tatra siirthakatiim avalambata ity ado$a~// "On the other hand, it is certainly accepted that 
[the subsequent justification] would be pointless regarding seeable object. But in this case, those 
who ascertain the validity on grounds of effectiveness of pravrtti, comprehend that the reason [of 
inference] 'being taught by a reliable person' is pervaded by the validity. Therefore this 
[justification on grounds of effectiveness in mundane case], which would be indirectly a means for 
justifying the validity of a pramiiJJa as Veda which communicates an unseen object, holds up 
significance in this respect, even though it is meaningless regarding its own object. Thus there is 
not any fault." 

18 Jayanta argues about this issue at NM I pp. 439,12-440,14, 441,17-442,10. Particularly in the 
latter part he sums up the argument as follows: 
NM I p. 442,5-7: na ca sarvathii sal'!lsayasamarthane 'smiikam abhinivesa~l priimiil}yal'!l tu 
jii.iinotpattikiile grhitum asakyam iti na~ pak$a~/ priimiil}yiigrahal}am eviinadhyavasiiya
svabhiival'!l sal'!lsayasabdeneha vyapadek$yiima~/ "And we do not necessarily stick to the 
establishment of doubt. On the contrary, our position is that one cannot grasp the validity at the 
time when a cognition arises. Here we call by the word 'doubt' nothing but the non-apprehension 
of validity, of which the nature is non-determination." 

19 NM I p. 440,6-14: yat tu niinubhiiyate sal'!lsaya iti --- satyam --- ananubhuyamiino 'pi 
nyiiyiid abhyaste vi$aye * 'viniibhiivyasmaraJJiif sa parikalpyate, niscayanimittasya tadiinim 
avidyamiinatviit, sal'!lsayajananahetos ca siimagryii~ sannihitatviit/ tathii hi yathiirthetarii
rthasiidhiiraiJO dharma bodharflpatvam urdhvatviidivat tadii prakiisata eva! na ca 
priimiil}yiiviniibhiivi vise$a~ kascana tadiinim avabhiitil tadagrahaiJe ca samiinadharmii
dhigamaprabodhyamiinaviisaniidhinii tatsahacaritaparyiiyiinubhutavise$asmrtir api sal'!lbhavaty 
evetiyatiyal'!l sii sal'!lsayajanani siimagri sannihitaiveti kathal'!l tajjanya~ sal'!lsayo na syiit/ 
* 'viniibhiivyasmaral}iit] em.; 'viniibhiivasmaral}iit MVS. "On the other hand, it is a fact that doubt 
is not experienced. [But] though [it(= doubt) is] not experienced, regarding a repeated object, it(= 
doubt) is logically postulated on the grounds of non-recollection of what is invariably concomitant 
[with validity]. Because the cause of determination is absent at that time, and because the totality 
of the causes of arising of doubt is present. To explain, the nature of 'being a cognition', that is, 
the property common to both corresponding (= true) and opposite (= false) [cognition], does 
appear at that time, just as the nature of 'being upright' [which is common to human beings and 
pillar] appears. In addition there does not appear any particularity which is invariably concomitant 
with validity at that time. And if it (= the particularity) is not grasped, then there could be the 
recollection of the particularity which was experienced now and then together with it. Therefore, 
because this amount of totality [of the causes] which produces doubt is present, how would there 
not be the doubt [about validity] produced from that [totality of the causes]." 
20 NM I p. 445,14-17: tatriidr$!e Vi$aye priimiiJJyaniscayapurvikiiyii~ pravrtter abhyupagamiin 
netaretariisrayal'!l cakrakal'!l vii/ dr$!e vi$aye hy anirJJitapriimiiJJya evarthasal'!lsayiit pravrttirupam, 
anarthasal'!lsayiic ca nivrttyiitmakal'!l vyavahiiram iirabhamiiiJO drsyate loka~/ "Among them, in 
the case of an unseen object, since we accept pravrtti preceded by the ascertainment of validity, 
there would be no [fault of] mutual dependence or circularity. For we see ordinary people 
commence an action towards an object only when [the object] is seeable and [its] validity is not 
yet ascertained: the nature [of his action] is pravrtti when he suspects it to be beneficial or is 
nivrtti when he suspects it to be harmful." 
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toward the theory that "repeated cognitions are intrinsically valid." He 
quotes this theory as a prima facie argument of "those who fancy 
themselves intelligent (priijfiamiinf),"21 and he explains that those 
cognitions are extrinsically valid. 

V. VACASPATI 

Vacaspati (ca. 10 C.) sets out the theory in such a way that it can 
justify both cognitions of water and Vedic sentences, maintaining the 
classification of mundane and non-mundane cases. Since I have 
already discussed the details of his theory elsewhere,22 I give here 
only its outline. 

In order to explain both cases by means of a uniform theory, 
Vacaspati introduces another classification: repeated and non-repeated. 
He conceives of a type of "cognitions which have reached the state of 
repetition (abhyiisadasiipanna)," cogmttons which have been 
empirically justified to be pervaded by truth on the grounds of 
repeated practice. Based on the invariable concomitance between such 
cognitions and truth, he introduces another conception of "being the 
same kind (tajjiitfyatii),"23 as a property of cognition that is the same 
kind with cognitions repeatedly justified in the past. In such a way, he 
explains that we can determine the truth before pravrtti regarding such 
a cognition. 24 

21 Uno [1996: 343, 400] holds that this theory is referable to Jaina Scholars as well as 
Buddhists by exemplifying the. TSP, the PKM, and the NKC. Buddhists already had such opinion 
at the time of Jayanta. In TSP ad TS 2944 Kamala8ila lists several kinds of intrinsically valid 
cognition, one of which is abhyiisavat pratyalcyam (Cf. Wakahara [1985: 165], Steinkellner [1992: 
259], Inami [1993: 87]). But regarding Jaina Scolars, it is still ambiguous whether they held such 
opinion before J ayanta. Thus, the source of this theory should be reconsidered. 

22 Shida [2002] 

2 3 NVTT p. 11,9-11: jfiiinagatatajjiitfyatvalingagriihil}as ca jfiiinasya miinasapratyalcyasya 
tiidrsasyiidr~!avyabhiciiratayii parito nirastasamastavibhramiisankasya svata/J priimii1Jyam .iti 
niinavasthii/ 

24 NVTT pp. 10,2-8: satyarrz na svata/J priimiil}yarrz sakyiivadhiira7Jam/ paratas tu dr~!iirthe~v 
anabhyiisadaSiipanne~u pravrttisiimarthyiid eva tad gamyate/ .. . tad amf sarrzsayiinii api 
pravartamiinii/J · pravrttisiimarthyiit ptamii1Jasya tattvarrz viniscitya tajjiitfyasyiinyasyiibhyiisa
daSiipannasya pravrttisiimarthyiit priig eva tajjiitfyatvena lingena priimii1}yiivadhiira1Jiid 
arthaviniscayena pravartante/ "It is a fact that validity cannot be ascertained intrinsically. Or 
rather [it is ascertained] extrinsically. [To explain,] regarding the [cognition], which is not arrived 
at the state of repetition and whose object is seeable, it (=validity) is comprehended only on the 
grounds of the effectiveness of the pravrtti . ... And those who are undertaking an action with doubt, 
having ascertained the pramii1Ja as such ( = to be a pramii1Ja) on the grounds of the effectiveness, 
undertake an action, regarding another [cognition] which has arrived at the state of repetition and 
is of same kind, precisely before the effectiveness of pravrtti, based on determining the object on 
the grounds of ascertainment of the validity by means of [an inference for which] the middle term 
[is] 'being the same kind'." 
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1. Condition of pravrtti 
Regarding the condition of pravrtti, he states that pravrtti may take 
place not only from the determination of an object (arthiivadhiira7Ja) 
but also from the mere cognition of it (arthapratiti).25 Afterwards, he 
rephrases the condition of pravrtti as the inference of "being the 
means of something desired (ape~itopiiyatii)."26 Therefore, he admits 
that there could be a pravrtti with doubt when the relevant cognition is 
not yet justified. 

2. Treatment of the "beginninglessness" and assumption of saf!Zsiira 
On the other hand, Vacaspati's view differs from that of Uddyotakara 
concerning the first cognition in this life. First of all, the 
priimii~Jyaviida of the NVTT takes place in his commentary on the 
NV' s argument about the mutual dependence between cognition and 
pravrtti.27 In its final part, he adds an argument on the topic of "the 
cognition of a newborn baby."28 In contrast to Uddyotakara, who 
holds that the cognitions of former lives are essential for explaining 

25 NVTT p. 10,4-5: arthapratityadhinii tu pravrttir niirthiivadhiirm;iidhinii, arthasandehiid api 
pre~iivafiil?l pravrtte~l no khalupiiyatiiviniscayeniipi pravartamiinii niiniigataphale sandihate/ 
"On the other hand, pravrtti depends on comprehension of an object, but it does not depend on the 
determination of an object. For, wise men undertake an action even from doubt about the object. 
As is generally known, it is not the case that [people], undertaking action on the ground of 
determining [an object] to be a means, never have doubt about the result in the future." 
NVTT p. 3,10-12: viniscitiiptabhiiviis ca muner iiptatvena tadviikyiit prayojaniidi viniscitya *pra
vartsyanti, iiptatviiniscaye tv arthasal?lsayiit/ na khalu kr!fyiidiiv api viniscitasasyiidyadhi
gamiiniil?l pravrtti~, antariivagrahiidipratibandhena phaliinutpiidasyiipi sal?lbhaviit/ *pravart
syanti] C; prarktsyanti T. "And those who ascertained the state of being reliable, since the sage is 
reliable, having determined the purpose, etc., based on his sentence, undertake an action. On the 
other hand, when [the property of] 'being reliable' is not ascertained, [they undertake an action] 
based on doubt about the object. As is generally known, even in the case of agriculture, etc., it is 
not the case that [only] those who comprehend the fruits undertake an action. Because there might 
be a situation where the result is absent because of obstacles such as drought, etc., in midstream." 

26 Cf. footnote 28. 

27 Cf. footnotes 9, 11. 

28 NVTT pp. 11,19-12,3: arthasyiipe~itopiiyatiinumiinapravrttisiimarthyayo~ parasparii
pe~itvam avasi!fyate/ tatriipy aniiditiiparihiira~/ utpannamiitrakasya hi biilakasya stanal?l *dr!ftvii 
priigbhaviyas tajjiitiyiipe~itiinubhavajanita~ sa111skiira iivirasti/ tatas ca smaraiJam! 
tato 'pe~itopiiyatiinumiinam/ tata~ pravrtti~/ tatas tasyii~ siimarthyam/ eva111 purvasmin 
purvasmifi janmanity aniiditayii na bijiinkuravat paraspariipe~iteti/ arthapratipattir iti 
arthapratipattis ciirthasyiipe~itopiiyatiipratipattis cety artha~/ *dr!ftvii] C; dr!ftii T. "There 
remains the mutual dependence between the inference of an object as a means of a desirable thing 
and the effectiveness of pravrtti. It(= mutual dependence) is also denied on the grounds of 'being 
beginningless'. Because for a newborn baby who has seen breasts, [his] previous impression 
appears which is produced from experiences of a desirable thing of such a type. And there is a 
recollection based on it ( = impression). There is an inference [of an object] as a means of desirable 
thing based on it (=recollection). There is a pravrtti based on it (=inference). Then it(= pravrtti) 
becomes effective. Similarly, in each preceding life, there would not be the mutual dependence 
because of 'being beginningless', just like seed and bud. 'A comprehension of an object' means 
comprehension of object [itself] and comprehension of an object as a means of desirable thing 
[too]." 
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both pravrtti and justification regarding the first cognition in this life, 
Vacaspati seems to hold that they are essential for explaining the 
pravrtti alone. For, as abstracted above, according to Vacaspati (1) 
pravrtti may arise from unjustified cognition too, and (2) only the 
"abhyiisadasiipanna" type cognition can be justified before pravrtti. 
Therefore, even though he refers to the saf!lsiira regarding the 
cognition of a newborn baby, he might only state that it could be the 
condition of pravrtti alone, but not of justification. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We do not know who the opponent of Uddyotakara is in the part he 
comments on the opening words of the NBh, but after Kumarila, 
Mimarp.sakas are the main opponents of Naiyayikas' priima7Jyaviida. 
Uddyotakara, assuming that cognition itself needs to have been 
already justified as a condition of pravrtti [following this cognition], 
explains that every cognition has already been justified on the grounds 
of effectiveness in the former continuous lives. By presupposing 
beginningless saf!lsiira in such a way, he solves the problem of the 
sequential order of cognition and pravrtti. However, his theory cannot 
explain pravrtti arising from an erroneous cognition, and his theory 
has little to do with the justification of Vedic sentences. 

J ayanta, taking into consideration pravrtti from erroneous 
cognition, asserts that every cognition is doubtful as to its validity, and 
that pravrtti arises from such cognition. He also holds that in the 
mundane case, a cognition is justified precisely after the pravrtti. The 
justification of mundane cognition is pointless in itself, but in terms of 
its application to the inferential justification of the non-mundane 
cognition before pravrtti, the subsequent justification of mundane 
cognition as examples has some degree of positive significance. 

Vacaspati also admits the occurrence of pravrtti with doubt, even 
for wise men. Even though he refers to saf!lsiira regarding the 
cognition of a newborn baby, there remains ambiguity about whether 
he assumes beginningless saf!lsiira for the sake of the justification of 
Vedic sentences. His presupposition of saf!lsiira and the memory of 
past lives may serve only for explaining the newborn baby's pravrtti. 
Regarding justification, he shows a uniform theory about both cases of 
mundane and non-mundane as follows: in the case of non-repeated 
cognition there is subsequent justification by means of effectiveness 
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of pravrtti, while in the case of repeated cognition there is precedent 
inferential justification for which the middle term is "the property of 
being the same kind (tajjatfyata)." 

In general, Naiyayikas are said to hold the Extrinsic Theory of 
Truth (parataf}prama7Jyavada), but in the process of formulating the 
theory, each polemist does not have the same opinion. Especially they 
have different views regarding the condition of pravrtti and the means 
of justifying a cognition. From the time of Uddyotakara, they seem to 
be aware of the problem of the sequential order between cognition and 
pravrtti. Jayanta clearly takes account of the problems of (i) pravrtti 
arising from an erroneous cognition, (ii) whether the subsequent 
justification is meaningless, (iii) the necessity of preceding 
justification with regard to Vedic statements, and (iv) infinite regress 
in the process of justification. Vacaspati makes efforts to establish the 
uniform justification theory which can apply to both cases of ordinary 
cognition and Vedic statement. 

Table of the Three Naiyayikas on the Theory of Truth 

Uddyotakara Jayata Vacaspati 
basis of 

doubt 
inference of 

non- pravrtti ape~itopCiyatCi 
repeated justification subsequent subsequent 
cognition justifying effective- effectiveness means ness 

basis of 
justification justification 

pravrtti 
same as 

repeated 
justification precedent 

non-
precedent cognition repeated 

justifying previous case inference means effectiveness 
basis of 

justification 
Vedic pravrtti same as 

sentences justification precedent repeated case 
justifying 

Inference means 
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